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The claims are for:
"(I) A ball frame or triangle composed of wood or other suitable material,

and formed with three interior and exterior curved or rounded corners, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth. (2) A ball frame having curved
or rounded corners, and made of a series of layers of wood bent into triangu-
lar shape, and having their adjacent surfaces glued or otherwise fastened to-
gether, as and for the purposes set forth,"
Thus the invention consisted, as to the form of the structure, in

rounding the corners of the old frames; and, as to material, in using
layers of wood glued together. The new structure accomplishes noth-
ing different, or in any different way, from the old. It is lighter and
safer because the corners are dispensed with, and they can be dis-
pensed with by using proper materials. Neither cutting off an ob·
jectionable corner nor using better materials appears to amount to
anything patentable. They are of the works of a mechanic, and not
of those of an inventor. Hotchkiss v. Greenwood, 11 How. 248;
Reckendorfer v. Faber, 92 U. S. 347; Thompson v. Boisselier, 114 U.
S. 1, 5 Sup. Ct. 1042. Bill dismissed.

FOSTER et a1. v. WERTHEIMER et at
(Circuit Court, S. D. New York. April 9, 1896.)

1. PATENTS-PATENTABLE DIFFERENCE-GLOVE FASTENERS.
An Improvement in a glove-fastening patent, consisting of a rearward ex-

tension and elevation of the head and neck of the former device, by means
of which the tightening of the glove is made easier, the fitting more perfect,
and the fastening more secure, Is a patentable difference.

2. SAME-GLOVE FASTENERS.
The Foster patent, No. 297,980, for an improvement in glove fasteners, con-

. strued, and held valid as to the exact combinatic>n shown, and also held in-
fringed.

This was a suit by Foster, Paul & Co. against Wertheimer & Co.
for infringement of a patent for a glove-fastening device.
Livingston Gifford, for plaintiffs.
Edwin H. BrO'Wn, for defendants.

WHEELER, District Judge. This suit is brought for infringe-
ment of patent 297,980, dated May 6, 1884, and granted to William
F. Foster, for a glove fastening, consisting of a lacing cord drawn
into smooth-headed, eccentric hooks above the glove material, con-
nected by their necks and by flanges to plates below. The defenses
are want of novelty, in view of many prior patents, and noninfringe-
mente The patentee says in his specification:
"My present invention relates to a modification of the glove fastening shown in

letters patent No. 277,559, granted to me May 15, 1883, whereby the neck or
stem c>f the lace-securing device is arranged eccentrically, and the relationship
of the other parts is such that the cord, when laced, is firmly held from unlacing.
This plate, which is lettered e, is preferably of such size and shape, and the
perforations or recesses are so located in it, that, when In position, it underlies
all of that portion of the material which is below the head, a, though I do not
limit myself to the precise form of plate shown. The relationship between the
plate, e, and the head, a, should preferably be such that the passage between the
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head, a, and the glove material is somewhat less In width than the diameter or
the lacing cord used, so that, in lacing, both the glove material and the cord
itself will be somewhat compressed, to provide for the passage of the cord; and
it is preferable to have the passage between the forward edge of the head and
the glove material of less width than the passage towards the rear edge of the
head, so that when once laced the tendency of the cord will be to remain towards
the rear edge of the head, where the passage is widest, rather than to work its
way out towards the front edge, and thereby become unlaced. It will be no-
ticed that, In entering or passing out of the hook, the lacing cord is bounded
on one side by the head of the hook, and on the opposite side by the compressible
glove material, which is so positively held up from below by the plate, e, that
the lacing cannot pass either into or out of the hook without pressing directly
upon, and somewhat compressing, the glove material against plate, oil; and I
have also found it desirable to make the lacing cord of a compressible material,
so that It, as well as the glove material, will be compressed in its passage under
the bead of the hook in lacing."
The claim is for:
"In combination, the lacing cord, the glove, the disk-like head, a, arranged on

one surface thereof, and the plate, e, arranged on the other surface, in relation
substantially as described, the eccentric necK provided with the flange,c, and
means of attachment, whereby, by the elasticity of the glove, the entrance to the
hook is substantially closed to prevent the escape of the cord."
The nearest patent to this, of those relied upon to defeat it, is that

of this inventor, referred to in this specification, as one of which this
is a modification. In that the lacing cord there marked "f" was
drawn under a circular head, a, above the material, b, connected by a
neck, g, to a plate, e, below. In that specification the patentee
said:
"The object of my Invention is to provide a lacing device, and attach it to the

glove and combine it with a lacing in SUCh. manner that the device will not be
likely to catch in ordinary articles of clothing, or present any rough surfaces, to
which the lacing may be readily applied, and which will be adapted to bind the
lacing, and prevent its becoming disengaged from the device, or slipping thereon,
in ordinary use. For the purpose of thus binding the lacing, I propose by my
device to utilize the elasticity of the glove material, and the friction of its upper
surface, by causing the lacing to rest between the head of the lacing device and
the material of the glove, which material is so confined under the head that, In
order to find entrance into the laced position, the lacing cord necessarily com-
presses the glove material. In attaching the lacing devices. shown to the ma-
terial, the position in which the plate, e, is secured on the neck, g, depends up-
on the thickness of the glove material, b, or upon the combined thickness of the
glove material, b, and the tape, c, if the latter is used, and also upon the size
of the lacing, f, employed. The distance between the head, a, and the plate, e,
should, however, be sufficient, so that, when the glove material Is compressed
by the lacing, • • • there should be sufficient distance between the head, a,
and the plate, e, to accommodate the lacing, and the thickness of the compressed
glove material and the tape below the lacing. At the same time the distance
between the plate, e, and the head, a, should not be greater than that required
to accommodate the lacing, and the compressed glove material and the tape be-
loW' it, in the manner shown. 'With an ordinary kid glove, I have found that
the distance between the plate, e, and the head, a, should be preferably about
the thickness of the glove material, when uncompressed, and the tape, so that
the under side of the head rests lightly upon the upper surface of the glove
material, and the upper side of the plate rests lightly upon the under side of the
tape when the lacing Is not applied. As the lacing Is passed under the head of
each device, It compresses the glove material beneath It, and as It proceeds fur-
ther under the head of the device the pressure of the plate, e, on the under side of
the material, and the elasticity of the material, will cause it to rise up behind
the lacing, • • • so that there Is no tendency for the lacing to become dis-
engaged from the devices unintentionally. I have shown my invention applied
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to a lacing device having a concentric stem, but It may be used to advantage,
also, with the stem eccentric, as in a lacing hook."
And one of the claims is for:
"(3) In combination, the head, a, having the tubular stem, g, the glove ma-

terial, b, the lacing, f, and the plate, e, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth."
Obviously, the difference between the fastenings of these patents

consists in the rearward extension and elevation in the latter of the
head and neck of the former, making more room there for the cord.
The size of these parts is so small that these differences in extent seem
very little, but, notwithstanding this, the change in the mode and
effect of the operation of the parts is quite considerable. The free-
dom of movement of the cord provided for, by the enlargement of the
place for it in the fastenings, must make the tightening of the glove
easier, and the fitting of it more perfect, and the fastening more se-
cure. This seems to be a patentable difference. Many and various
prior devices are shown and known, some having hooks of enlarged
interior, into which cords and cables are drawn, and others some other
of these parts, but none of all of them combined and operating to-
gether in this way. As this patent is for this difference as an im-
provement merely upon the former devices, nothing can be an in-
fringement but what has this specific thing. Railway Co. v. I
97 U. S. 554. The defendants' fastenings seem to contain the fea-
tures of this improvement, in the same relation to each other, in some-
what different forms, except that the front of the head and the glove
material are brought close together by raising the plate, or portions
of it, below, instead of by inclining the head above. In operation
and effect, the parts are the same, and so the defendants infringe.
Decree for plaintiffs.

INDEPENDENT ELECTRIC CO. v. JEFFREY MANUF'G CO. et at.
(Circuit Court, S. D. Ohio, E. D. October 29, 1896.)

1. PATENTS-Assw::nfERT OF INTEREST-FuRTHER I::-lVENTIONS.
Where a patentee conveys an interest in his patent for an improvement In

mining machinery, and any and all improvements which he may thereafter
make, acquire, or invent in "connection and in any way appertaiuing to the
aforesaid improvement in mining machinery," this does not give any interest
In a· subsequent patent for an entirely distinct mining machine, which work8
on a principle radically different from that of the former one.

2. SAME-CLAIMS-DEDICA.TION TO Pum,ro.
Where an application for a patent shows an improvement, but does not claIm

the same, and, before the patent is issued, another application is filed by the in-
ventor which does claim such improvement, the presumption that what
shown or described in a patent, but not claimed therein, Is dedicated to the
public, does not arise as to such Improvt'ment.

8. SAME-CONTRACTS-FuTURE IMPROVEMENTS.
An inventor contracted to convey to li certain party a one-half interest in

several inventions, and in any improvements thereon thereafter made, and in
any applications for patents thereon. Subsequently another agreement was
made in writing by which such party was to have a one-tenth interest in cer-
tain patents, and none other. This agreement contained no stipulations as to
Improvements. In a suit for specific performance the party secured his one-
tenth interest. Held, that his rights were merged in the decree, and that he had


